
ENGLISH

1. Write a summary from the lesson “Two Gentlemen of Verona”.
2. Can you call the poem, “The Castle” an allegorical  poem. Discuss

ACCOUNTANCY
1. What are the difference between statement of affairs and balance

sheet?
2. What are the difference between double entry system and incomplete

records?

COMMERCE
1. Explain the Management process in Detail?
2. State the important of staffing?

ECONOMICS Mareks:20

I. Answer in one or two sentence: 2x2=4
 What do you mean by the term Personal Income?
 Why is self – consumption difficult in meaning national income?

II. Answer in a Paragraph: 2x3=6
 Differentiate between personal and disposable income?
 What is the solution to the problem of double counting in the

estimation of national income?
III. Answer in about a Page: 2x5=10

 Discuss the various methods if estimating the national income of
a country?

 Discuss the importance of social accounting in economic
analysis?



CHEMISTRY

I. Answer the following:
1. A) What is the difference between minerals and ores?

B) Explain the following terms:
a) Gangue b) Mining

2. Explain froth flotation method with example?

3. A)  Short note on hydraulic wash?
b) Define Leaching?

4. A) Write  briefly about Magnetic separation?
c) Short note on Alkali Leaching?

PHYSICS

I.ANSWER THE FOLLOWING:

1. Electric field due to a dipole-axial (3)

2. Properties of equipotential surfaces(2)

3. A water molecule has an electric dipole moment of 6.3x10-30 cm. A sample contains
1022 water molecule , with all the dipole moments aligned parallel to the external
electric field of magnitude 3 x 105 NC-1. How much work is required to rotate all watrer
molecules from 0 to 90 degree.(2)

4. Define seeback effect (2)

5. Colour code of carbon table with diagtram(3)

6. Two electric bulbs marked 20w – 220 v and 100w – 220v are connected in series to
440v supply. Which bulb will be fused? (3)



BIOLOGY

I. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING:
1. What is a punnett square? (2)
2. What is mitochondrial inheritance? Give an explanation with example.(5)
3. Intra Genic and inter genic interaction table(5)
4. Why was mendal successful with his experiment on a garden pea plant?(5)
5. Define heredity and variation (2)

MATHS (XII A & B)

I.ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

1.If A = 1/9 -8 1 4 . Prove that A-1 = AT

4 4 7

1 -8 4

2. Find the inverse of A = 2 1 1  by Guass Jordon Method.

3 2 1

2 1 2

3.Solve by matrix method 2x + 3y –z = 0 , x + y + z = 9 , 3x – y – z = -1

4. A chemist has one solution which is 50% acid and another solution which is 25% acid .

How much each should be mixed to make 10 litres of a 40% acid solution?

5.If ax2 + bx + c is divided by x+3 , x-5 and x-1, the remainders are 21, 61 and 9 respectively.

Find a,b and c (Use Gaussian Elimination Method)

6.Solve by rank method :

2x + 2y + z = 5 , x – y + z = 1, 3x + y + 2z = 4


